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a b s t r a c t
Although embedded DSLs are widely used in both functional and dynamic languages they
are yet to be widely accepted in the Java community. The best available examples are
projects like jMock and Hibernate Criteria Query. In this paper we introduce the design
of three novel practical embedded DSLs that we designed to showcase the power of Java
language and specifically the changes introduced in Java 5. One of those DSLs is fully
implemented as an open source project and is gatheringmomentum in the community.We
proceed to discuss the approaches that allow designing safe and flexible DSLs by extracting
generic patterns where possible and describing more specific idioms where necessary. It is
our goal that this paperwould serve as a starting point for someone designing an embedded
DSL that takes full advantage of the Java 5 features.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Domain specific language usually refers to a small sublanguage that has very low overhead when expressing domain
specific data and behaviour. DSL is a broad term [16,3] and can refer both to a fully implemented language and a specialised
API that looks like a sublanguage [11], but still written using somegeneral-purpose language. SuchDSLs in the lattermeaning
have been introduced by both the functional [4] and dynamic language communities [6]. Both these communities (especially
functional) took advantage of function composition and operator overloading to build combinator-based languages that look
nothing like the host one. The functional community (specifically the Haskell andML ones) also strongly supports the notion
of type safety; therefore DSLs they create are usually statically typed.
The main motivation for using DSLs (whether embedded or external) is threefold. First of all, the key feature of DSLs is
encoding domain-specific data and behaviour with low overhead. This means that the code is both easier to comprehend
and easier tomaintain. Second, thanks to the lowoverhead theDSL text should also be understandable by the domain expert.
This makes it easier to collaborate with the expert on encoding the domain-specific logic. Finally, with embedded DSLs you
canmake use of the advanced compiler features to ensure type safety on the level of DSL constructs, thus eliminating certain
types of errors already during compilation.
There is some amount of discussion of using embedded v/s external DSLs. The obvious pro of the former is reusing the
platform tooling, which in Java case includes compilers, advanced IDEs, debuggers, profilers and so on. Also embedded DSLs
are considerably easier to design and develop, as it boils down to writing an API and using some of the more advanced
language features. On the other hand the external DSLs boast better availability to the domain experts, often making it
possible for them to interact directly with the DSL text. Additionally, once the compiler or interpreter is implemented it can
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manipulate the language constructs directly and may provide extra guarantees not possible in a general-purpose setting.
The particular choice depends strongly on the domain in question, but we feel that the advanced tools available in the Java
ecosystem makes a very strong argument for preferring embedded DSLs when possible.
In the recent years several DSLs have gained acceptance in the Java community. The most well-known of those is
Hibernate Criteria [2], created as a part of the Hibernate project. Almost the only paper in the areawas published by Freeman
et al. [8] and describes the lessons learnt fromdesigning jMock embeddedDSL. Those and some folklore examples introduced
a technique for writing embedded DSLs using method call chaining that was coined Fluent Interface by Martin Fowler [7].
Unfortunately most of the current DSLs do not use the advanced features of the language introduced in Java 5. Although
quite a few clever tricks can be found in the wild, designing a safe and flexible DSL is still a challenge. In our previous
paper [13] we have shown that although Fluent Interface is a powerful concept it is not fitting in all contexts. One of the
DSLs described there is now gathering momentum as an open source project ‘‘Squill’’ [12].
We now show how to make use of Generics, Enums, static imports and other Java 5 language capabilities to significantly
improve the resulting DSL’s flexibility and safety. We introduce several novel patterns that make designing a Java 5 DSL an
easier task. It is our goal that this paper would serve as a starting point for someone designing an embedded DSL that takes
full advantage of the Java 5 features.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 features an in-depth discussion of Java 5 language features and their
relevance to DSL design. Section 3 introduces the Typesafe SQL DSL and studies how it implements different aspects of SQL.
Section 4 introduces the Typesafe Bytecode Engineering DSL and studies how stack and variables can be encoded in a typesafe
manner. Section 5 introduces a DSL for parsing and generating XML. Section 6 discuss the patterns and idioms extracted
when designing the featured DSLs and constitute the main contribution. Section 7 and Acknowledgements conclude the
paper and discuss some possible directions for further work.
2. Java 5
The language changes in Java 5 [10] have made the development of internal DSLs considerably easier by allowing for
a more concise syntax and eliminate language noise. They also allow for more compile-time safety than was previously
possible. This section introduces and discusses their relevance to DSL design one by one in no particular order.
2.1. Generics
Generics introduced parametric polymorphism [15] into the Java language. This allows one to use type variable
everywhere where a class is expected. This also allows to parameterise both classes and methods with type variables,
instantiated by (respectfully) the class constructor or method call site. Using generics we can make our DSLs almost fully
typesafe.
A very important feature of generics for the DSL design is the limited right-hand-side type inference. Unfortunately it is
not available for constructors, but for static/virtual method calls DSL can have the full benefit of generics without putting
the burden of type annotation on the user.
Map<String,Integer> m=new HashMap<String,Integer>();
-- vs --
public static <K,V> Map<K,V> map() { return new HashMap<K,V>(); }
Map<String,Integer> m=map();
2.2. Static import
Static import allows to bring staticmethods, fields and classes declared in other types into the current namespace. In prior
versions of Java you had to qualify thosewith the full nameof the declaring class,which severely limited their usability. Often
such methods would have to be put into superclasses to be accessible without qualification.
class Expressions {
public static <A,B> Expression<A,B> eq(A a, B b) {
return new Expression<A,B>(a,b,Operator.EQUAL);
}
}
static import Expressions.eq;
..and(eq(PERSON.name,"Test"),eq(PERSON.age,30))...
2.3. Enums
Java enums are a language construct that implements the constant object pattern. A pattern that limits the number of
instances of a certain type to those provided by the type itself. One cannot create new instances of the type.
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Enums can be compared using the usual boolean operators, which is useful as Java does not have operator overloading.
They can also be used in a switch statement. Enums also allow you to iterate over all instances or to lookup an instance by
name (String) throwing an exception for invalid names.
Most importantly, enums are almost ordinary objects that can have methods, constructor args, instance variables,
abstract methods that are implemented differently in each instance of the enum etc. This helps with several design patterns
like strategy or state and also allows for using enums to map from a typesafe symbol to an arbitrary value (e.g. an integer
business identifier or a timezone).
The main use of enums in a DSL is that of a typesafe symbol. The namespaces connected to an enum guarantees that you
cannot pass a wrong instance to a method expecting a enum symbol of a different type. So passing a PERSON.NAME to a
method expecting MANUFACTURER.NAME is not valid and will be highlighted as compilation error in the IDE or reported by
the compiler.
If you employ generics to customise your DSL infrastructure on instantiation you can also generify those parts that accept
enums. E.g. define a Builder<E extends Enum<E>> and then on construction use a new Builder<PERSON>. Then
only instances of PERSON can be passed to the builder methods that accept the generic parameter E and only instances of
PERSON can be returned from methods using E as a return type. Generics using enums can also be applied at the method /
constructor level. Here is an example of a static factory method:
public static <E extends Enum<E>> Builder<E> newBuilder(Class<E> type) {
return new XmlBuilder<E>(type);
}
2.4. Varargs
When defining a language it often allows for multiple recurrence of the same expression whose count is not defined
upfront. Examples for these are enumerations, expressions, lists. To handle such a construct in a programming language
normally container types like arrays or lists would be used to take in all the expressions and be passed as parameters. As
the construction of the container instance adds unnecessary noise to the language it is very convenient that the varargs
language construct allows optional parameter lists of unbound size.
These parameters are converted into an array of the declared type and passed into themethod. Theremay only be a single
varargs parameter and it must be the last parameter in the list.
As varargs are optional there may be no parameter of the type passed to the method. It is possible to enforce a minimum
count of parameters by prepending parameters of the same type to the varargs. Handling themerge of the single parameters
and the array must be done manually in the method (mostly using collections and addAll(asList(varargParams))).
Vararg parameters can be of any type including primitive types and may even be generic Types. The single way of
constructing a array of generic parameters is using varargs:
public static <T> T[] toArray(T...values) {
return values;
}
A very handy use of vararg parameters in the JDK is the <T> List<T> Arrays.asList(T...values)method and
the String.format facilities that work like printf.
Varargs in DSLs are mainly used with expression builders of compound expressions that take a variable number
of expression arguments and combine them using an operator. Also for declaring enumerations of values or optional
parameters varargs are very convenient.
2.5. Autoboxing
Autoboxing is a facility that automates the boxing and unboxing of primitive types to their object counterparts and vice
versa if used in the appropriate context.
The boxing of Integer i=Integer.valueOf(1) is automatically done by Integer i=1; and the unboxing of int
j=i.intValue() is achieved by int j=i;.
Unboxing a null valuewill result in a NullPointerException that is only thrown at runtime and not visible at compile time.
Autoboxing removes a lot of unnecessary noise from the program code, which is especially important for DSLs. Another
main advantage is that primitive values can be stored in generified collections of their corresponding object counterpart.
Also in all other places where generics provide type safety, primitive type which are much more succinct to read and write
than the object variants can easily be used.
The boxing mechanisms also use part of a caching infrastructure of the basic primitive types (as they are immutable) so
that excessive object creation is avoided.
Tuple2<Integer,Boolean> t2=new Tuple2<Integer,Boolean>(1,false);
Integer i=t2.v1;
boolean b=t2.v2;
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2.6. Annotations
Java5 introduced the possibility to add custom metadata to language elements. Annotations are a way to supply any
literal information to
• classes,
• fields,
• methods,
• parameters,
• constructors,
• packages,
• local variables and
• annotations.
The annotations can be read by tools atwrite or compile time or using the extended reflection facilities also at runtime. Using
compile time annotations requires one to write an additional toolset for the compiler using the APT (annotation processing
toolkit) infrastructure. Then during the compilation process you are passed the requested annotations and the annotated
elements. Annotations that are handled at this stage are @Deprecated and @Override (these are also checked by IDEs at
write time).
While executing DSLs it is possible to access metadata information at runtime. This information can be retrieved from
class literals or literal symbols passed to the DSL implementation or from other elements of the designed language.
Normally such information could be added to the literal types themselves e.g. using properties. But for class literals it
would be necessary to use static method or fields containing this information or for enums duplicating the infrastructure to
hold the information for each enum type (as they cannot be derived from other types). So it is much easier to add metadata
using annotations. It is also possible to add similar information using the same annotation to different targets.
2.7. Covariant return types
Java5 subclasses are allowed to narrow the return types of overridden methods. So you can have a superclass returning
Number from amethod but a subclass only returning Integer. It still values the contract of the superclass but if you explicitly
use an instance of the subclass you will only get the narrowed type back.
For DSL implementations this is helpful when having a type hierarchy of builders of which the superclass builder defines
method return types more general but in your builder subtype you want to support a richer set of expressions in your
grammar. Then the return type of a builder method may be an extended type (e.g. BuilderGrammarInterface) of the one
supplied by the superclass. A possibility here is to have the supertype returning an interface that stops the expression,
whereas with a concrete subtype builder return type you are allowed to continue expression construction.
2.8. Foreach
Since JDK5 it is possible to use the external iterator syntax offor (T value : iterable<T>) to iterate over iterables
(which define an Iterator<T> iterator()method and are supported in the JDK by collections and arrays).
As the foreach is a concise loop and handles generics well, it is useful when iterating over input iterables to generate
several DSL expressions or to iterate over results from the execution of a DSL query.
for (Visit visit :
squill.from(visits)
.where(eq(visits.petId, pet.getId()))
.selectList(visits)) {
pet.addVisit(visit);
}
3. Typesafe SQL
Let us start with a very simple example of an SQL query in Java.
ResultSet rs = SqlUtil.executeQuery(
"SELECT name, height, birthday " +
"FORM person" +
"WHERE heigth >= " + 170);
while (rs.next()) {
String name = rs.getString("name");
Integer height = rs.getInt("height");
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Date birthday = rs.getDate("birthday");
System.out.println(
name + " " + height + " " + birthday);
}
Already in this simple example, we made a few mistakes:
• Wemisspelled an SQL command.
• Wemisspelled a column name.
• We forgot to add a space before ‘‘WHERE’’.
• We could be mistaken about the column type, it could be a string in the database.
• We could be reading wrong types from the result set.
The problem is that we would only find out about those errors when the query is executed. To make it worse, some errors
would not even be reported and since most queries are assembled dynamically we cannot ever be sure that it is error
free.
The solution we propose is to build on recent innovation in the area and embed the whole of the SQL as a typesafe
embedded DSL. The following example shows what we propose it to look like:
Person p = new Person();
List<Tuple3<String, Integer, Date>> rows =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(p)
.where(gt(p.height, 170))
.select(p.name, p.height, p.birthday)
.list();
for (Tuple3<String, Integer, Date> row : rows) {
String name = row.v1;
Integer height = row.v2;
Date birthday = row.v3;
System.out.println(
name + " " + height + " " + birthday);
}
Unlike before in this example any kind of misspelling or type inconsistency will show up immediately as a compile-time
error.1
3.1. Tuples
Youmay have already noticed that wemake sure the result set types are not inconsistent by combining them into a class
called Tuple3.
Tuples are sequences of values where each component of a tuple is a value of a specified type. Often used in functional
languages they are not natively supported in Java. All the same the corresponding classes can be easily generated. For
example a tuple with the length of two is as follows:
public class Tuple2<T1, T2> implements Tuple {
public final T1 v1;
public final T2 v2;
public Tuple2(T1 v1, T2 v2) {
this.v1 = v1;
this.v2 = v2;
}
}
We use tuples to return the query results with the right types. Instead of Tuple1we can just use the type itself.
1 Even more importantly with a sufficiently advanced IDE it will be marked as an error directly in the text of the program providing immediate
feedback.
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3.2. Metadata dictionary
The first step towards type safety of the query itself is ensuring that table and column names we use do in fact exist and
are spelled correctly. To ensure that we use the database metadata about the tables and columns to generate a typesafe
metadata dictionary.
Metadata dictionary is a set of information about database describing tables and columns with their types. In Java the
dictionary of the table Person could be the following2:
public class Person implements Table {
public String getName() { return "person"; };
public Column<Person, String> name =
new Column<Person, String>(
this, "name", String.class);
public Column<Person, Integer> height =
new Column<Person, Integer>(
this, "height", Integer.class);
public Column<Person, Date> birthday =
new Column<Person, Date>(
this, "birthday", Date.class);
}
This metadata dictionary for the Person table associates the table with its name and columns. Each column is in turn
associatedwith its name, type and owner table. The generic type variables in the column definition provide uswith compile-
time type information.
3.3. Builders
To make use of the metadata we need to build the query itself. We proceed by separating the query building into stages
(from, where, select, . . . ) and delegating a builder for each of those stages. Thus we make sure that the basic syntax of the
query is always correct since mistakes result in compile-time errors.
One of the main idioms in creating Java DSLs is hiding the return type by chaining the calls on the previous call result.
Although typicallymostmethodswill return ‘‘this’’ we can use it to stage the query building and allowonly relevantmethods
to be called.
To examine this in detail let us recall our previous example, but omit the ‘‘where’’ part for the moment:
Person p = new Person();
List<Tuple3<String, Integer, Date>> persons =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(p)
.select(p.name, p.height, p.birthday)
.list();
The QueryBuilder does not do muchmore than store the datasource. The from()method returns the FromBuilder
that stores the table from the dictionary:
public class QueryBuilder extends Builder {
...
public <T extends Table> FromBuilder<T>
from(T table);
}
The FromBuilder.select() method returns SelectBuilder3 that stores three specific columns from the
table.
public class FromBuilder<T extends Table>
extends Builder {
...
public <C1> SelectBuilder1<T, C1>
2 How the dictionary is generated is not relevant to how it can be used and thus is not covered. We assume that some translator exists that converts the
table and column information in the database descriptors to Java classes.
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select(Column<T, C1> c1);
public <C1, C2> SelectBuilder2<T, C1, C2>
select(Column<T, C1> c1, Column<T, C2> c2);
public <C1, C2, C3> SelectBuilder3<T, C1, C2, C3>
select(
Column<T, C1> c1,
Column<T, C2> c2,
Column<T, C3> c3);
...
}
Note that instead of having only one SelectBuilder we choose to have many of them, numbered according to the
amount of columns selected. Each of them carries all of the selected column types as generic type variables. These type
variables can be used to generate tupled result or use the query as a subquery in a from clause.
Finally SelectBuilder3.list() constructs the SQL query, executes it and returns the result:
public class
SelectBuilder3<T extends Table,C1,C2,C3>
extends SelectBuilder<T> {
...
public List<Tuple3<C1,C2,C3>> list();
}
Note that since our builders carry the type of the table passed in from() and that the FromBuilder only accepts the
columns belonging to the same type. This provides additional safety as the programmer cannot select columns from a table
that was not written in from.
However this solution is hard to extend when there is more than one table in the from clause. We could apply the same
idiom and tuple all the builders over the from table types, but to actually check the type we need the methods to be indexed
by the table type indexes (e.g. by writing select1(), select2(), . . . ). Since this is uncomfortable and is influenced by
changes in the from clause we decided to leave this check out altogether and the builders do not carry the table types in the
actual implementation.
3.4. Expressions
Now that we have the basic structure of the SQL queries set we need to encode arbitrary functions, aggregates and
expressions. In the usual fluent interface they would be accessible with the same chained notation we used for building the
query. However we chose instead to use static methods, imported to the local namespacewith the import static feature
introduced in Java 5.
A general SQL expression can be expressed with the following interface:
public interface Expression<E> {
String getSqlString();
List<Object> getSqlArguments();
Class<E> getType();
}
TheE type variable is the type of the value that the expressionproduces on evaluation. The corresponding class is returned
by thegetType()method. FinallygetSqlString() returns the corresponding SQL fragment andgetSqlArguments()
returns the arguments to be inserted instead of ‘‘?’’ in the query.
In thewhere clause we only permit the use of expressions of the type Expression<Boolean>3 such as ‘‘like’’, ‘‘<‘‘, ‘‘=‘‘,
etc. The operands of these expressions can already be arbitrary. To create these expressions we could use the following API:
public class ExpressionUtil {
public static <E> Expression<E>
constant(E value);
public static <E> Expression<Boolean>
eq(Expression<E> e1, Expression<E> e2);
3 Wewould like to use the ‘‘varargs’’ feature introduced in Java 5with these expressions to allow arbitrarymany of them.However since array component
types cannot be generic we have to introduce the BooleanExpression extends Expression<Boolean>which complicates things a bit.We ignore
this complication in the examples.
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public static <E> Expression<Boolean>
gt(Expression<E> e1, Expression<E> e2);
public static Expression<Boolean>
like(Expression<?> e,
Expression<String> pattern);
public static Expression<Boolean>
not(Expression<Boolean> e);
public static Expression<Boolean>
and(Expression<Boolean>... e);
...
}
The constant()method returns an expression that returns ‘‘?’’ as the SQL string and value as the SQL argument. Since
we can overload all of themethods to also accept basic values and just callconstant() for themwewill not call it explicitly
in the upcoming examples.
Now that we introduced the Expression type we can finally define the Column type we used to encode column
metadata:
public class Column<T extends Table, C>
implements Expression<C> {
...
public Class<C>
getType() { return type; }
public String
getSqlString() { return name; }
public List<Object>
getSqlArguments() { return null; }
}
It is as straightforward as the constant expression and just returns the name of the column as the SQL fragment.
We can now easily encode the expression WHERE name = ‘Peter’ or height > 170:
Person p = new Person();
List<Tuple3<String, Integer, Date>> persons =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(p)
.where(or(
eq(p.name, "Peter"),
gt(p.height, 170))
)
.select(p.name, p.height, p.birthday)
.list();
So far we have only allowed the selection of columns from the table. In general we want to select an arbitrary expression
(such asconcat(name, ’, ’, birthday)). Therefore theFromBuilder class should just acceptExpressions instead
of Columns:
public class FromBuilder extends Builder {
...
public <C1> SelectBuilder1<C1>
select(Expression<C1> c1);
public <C1, C2> SelectBuilder2<C1, C2>
select(Expression<C1> c1, Expression<C2> c2);
public <C1, C2, C3> SelectBuilder3<C1, C2, C3>
select(
Expression<C1> c1,
Expression<C2> c2,
Expression<C3> c3);
...
}
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3.5. Aliases
Sometimes we need to have aliased SQL subexpressions that can be used in both select andwhere clauses. For this we in-
troduce anAlias class that can be used to hold such expressions in variables or fields. E.g.SELECT concat(first_name,
" ", last_name) as full_name WHERE full_name != "Peter Griffin"would look like:
Person p = new Person();
Alias<String> fullName =
alias(concat(p.firstName, " ", p.lastName));
List<String> names = new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(p)
.where(not(eq(fullName, "Peter Griffin")))
.select(fullName)
.list();
The Alias class differs from Expression by having a getAliasExpression() method that returns the original
expression appended by AS (new name).
public interface Alias<E> extends Expression<E> {
String getName();
Expression<E> getAliasExpression();
}
Another use of SQL aliases is to use same table more than once in a query. To do that we just create separate instances of
the table class:
Person person = new Person();
Person father = new Person();
List<Tuple2<String, String>> names =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(person, father)
.where(eq(person.fatherId, father.id))
.select(person.name, father.name)
.list();
3.6. Control flow and reuse
The next problem is how tomix the DSLwith the general-purpose control flow andmethod calls. The problemhere is that
(although it is hidden from the user) we return a different type every time. To solve this we encourage the use of closures
for the control flow:
public interface Closure {
void apply(Builder builder);
}
public class SelectBuilderC2<C1,C2>
extends SelectBuilder {
...
public SelectBuilderC2<C1,C2>
closure(Closure closure) {
closure.apply(this);
return this;
}
}
So to find persons by name (and all persons if the name is null) we can use the following syntax:
Person p = new Person();
List<Tuple2<Integer, String>> rows =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
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.from(p)
.closure(new Closure() {
public void apply(Builder builder) {
if (searchName != null) {
builder.addConditions(
eq(p.name, searchName));
}
}
})
.select(p.id, p.name)
.list();
Such an alternative API also allows us to modify the query in reusable methods that can be called using closures.
3.7. The rest of SQL
Other SQL features such as order by, group by, having and so on can be implemented similarly:
Person p = new Person();
Alias<Integer> count = alias(count(p.id));
List<Tuple2<Integer, Integer>> rows =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(p)
.where(not(eq(p.name, constant("Peter"))))
.groupBy(p.fatherId)
.having(gt(count, constant(3)))
.orderBy(desc(count))
.select(p.fatherId, count)
.list();
For a native SQL fragment one can include an untyped expression. It takes the corresponding SQL string, arguments and
the expression type:
Person p = new Person();
List<Tuple2<String, Integer>> rows =
new QueryBuilder(datasource)
.from(p)
.select(p.name,
unchecked(Integer.class,
"util.count_children(id)"))
.list();
Although not covered in this article Aasaru has implemented full SQL select, update, insert and delete query support as
a part of his master’s thesis [1].
4. Typesafe bytecode engineering
Java bytecode is a relatively simple stack-based language. All the code is contained in methods, class structure is mostly
preserved from the source (fields and methods, both can be static, constructors and static initialisers are turned into special
methods named <init> and <clinit> correspondingly).
Inside the methods we have the variables, referred by an index with 0 being this, 1 being the first parameter and so on.
Local variable indices start after parameters. We can load and store variables. Every method has its own stack, where we
can push, pop and duplicate values. We have a number of basic operations on the stack (like add and multiply) as well as
method invocation. When invoking the methods parameters are gathered from the stack with last parameter being on top of
the stack. Finally we have some flow control, namely conditional (and unconditional) jumps. For more information see Java
Virtual Machine Specification [14].
One of the best libraries for working with Java bytecode is ASM [5]. It provides both a lightweight visitor-based interface
and amore comfortable tree-based object-oriented interface. Unfortunately both of them (and especially visitor-based one)
are completely untyped and the produced bytecode is only verified during runtime.4
4 Even that verification is quite unsatisfactory, since the JVM verifier will produce an error, but will not specify the exact place where it occurs.
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We are going to use this simple Java example in the rest of this section:
public class HelloWorld {
public static void main(String[] args) {
System.out.println("Hello, World!");
}
}
When we compile it and then dump the bytecode this example becomes a bit more complicated. The following code is
dumped by running javap -c HelloWorld:
public class HelloWorld {
public <init>()V
ALOAD 0
INVOKESPECIAL Object.<init>()V
RETURN
public static main([LString;)V
GETSTATIC System.out : LPrintStream;
LDC "Hello, World!"
INVOKEVIRTUAL PrintStream.println(LString;)V
RETURN
}
As we can see the Java compiler has generated a default constructor for the class. Additionally all classes are referred by
their full names.5 The instructions we see do the following:
• ALOAD loads the local variables to the top of the stack, index 0 is this.
• INVOKESPECIAL in this case invokes super method consuming an Object from the stack.
• GETSTATIC retrieves the value of the static fields and puts it on the stack (in this case a PrintStream).
• LDC pushes a constant value to the stack.
• INVOKEVIRTUAL invokes a usual (virtual) method, consuming the parameters from the stack and pushing the result to
the stack.
• RETURN exits from the method
We are not going to examine ASM library in detail, suffice to say its API corresponds almost one-to-one to Java bytecode
instructions.
4.1. Typesafe DSL
Let us ignore the default constructor for a second and concentrate on the main() method. The typesafe DSL that we
propose would engineer this bytecode like this:
new ClassBuilder(
cw, V1_4, ACC_PUBLIC, "HelloWorld", "Object", null)
.beginStaticMethod(
ACC_PUBLIC | ACC_STATIC,
"main", void.class, String[].class)
.getStatic(System.class, "out", PrintStream.class)
.push("Hello, World!")
.invokeVirtualVoid(
PrintStream.class, "println", String.class)
.returnVoid()
.endMethod();
What do we mean under typesafe in this case? Well in addition to most parameters being passed as class literals and
the instructions syntax being part of the API we also track stack and local variable types. For example if we exchange the
push("Hello, World")! to push(10) the compiler will give the following error:
invokeVirtualVoid(..., Class<? super Integer>)
in MethodBuilderS2V1<PrintStream, Integer, String[]>
is not applicable to (..., Class<String>)
The error means that our DSL tracks the types of the stack slots and since the method expects a String parameter or
compatible and the stack contains an Integer compiler produces an error.
5 In this example and further on we omit the package from the class name for brevity.
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4.2. Tracking stack and local variables
To achieve type safety we need to track the stack size and types. We would not want to allow to pop() off an empty
stack. And we would want to ensure that when you invoke a method all the parameters are there.
Since there is a different set of operations allowed for different stack sizes it is natural to have a class for each stack size.
We choose to name (and number them) MethodBuilderS0, MethodBuilderS1, MethodBuilderS2 and so on. Each
of them has only the methods possible with the current stack size. Now the method for pop() will not even show up in
autocompletion if the stack is not large enough.
We can apply the same idea to tracking variables, allowing to add only one variable at a time and providing methods
loadVar* and stroreVar*. This way our class name becomes MethodBuilderS*V* where S stands for stack size and
V stands for variable count.
Of course in addition to the sizeswe also have to track the actual types. To do that eachMethodBuilder is parameterised
by N type variables where N = S + V . The MethodBuilderS2V1<PrintStream, Integer, String[]> we saw
previously in the compiler output means that two stack slots have types PrintStream and Integer, whereas the only
local variable has type String[].
To understand how the types are inferred let us see the implementation of push() and pop():
public class MethodBuilderS2V1 <S0, S1, V0> {
public MethodBuilderS1V1<S0, V0> pop() {
...
return
new MethodBuilderS1V1<S0, V0>(cb, mv);
}
public <S> MethodBuilderS3V1<S0, S1, S, V0>
push(S value) {
...
return
new MethodBuilderS3V1<S0, S1, S, V0>(cb, mv);
}
The class in question, MethodBuilderS2V1, is parameterised by two stack types and one variable types. The method
pop() discards the top stack slot type and returns an instance of MethodBuilderS1V1. The method push() on the other
hand infers an addition type from the argument and returns an instance of MethodBuilderS3V1 adding the inferred type
to the top of the stack slot types.
What does the invokeVirtualVoid() look like? First of all, it needs to consume two stack variables, therefore we
need at leastMethodBuilderS2V* class to call it. Therefore all classeswith fewer stack variableswill not have thismethod.
Second we need to check that the types in the stack are fitting, but must allow some leniency due to subtyping:
public class MethodBuilderS2V1<S0, S1, V0> {
public MethodBuilderS0V1<V0>
invokeVirtualVoid(
Class< ? super S0> owner,
String name,
Class< ? super S1> parameter1) {
...
return new MethodBuilderS0V1<V0>(cb, mv);
}
}
As you can see it indeed consumes two stack values returning MethodBuilderS0V1. If our method also returns a result
wewould need to pass the result type aswell, and return a classwith a stack depth only one less. The expression? super S0
means that we require the actual parameter type to be a superclass of the stack type, which provides the required leniency.
4.3. Unsafe assumptions
One of the problems with the DSL we proposed here is that it assumes that all the types exist. However it is very often
the case that some of the types (most prominently the class currently being created) do not. You can somewhat alleviate the
problem by introducing a special placeholder Self type and use it instead of the current class name, but it will not solve
the problem of other classes still awaiting construction.
A different (but connected) problem is that you are not always constructing the full method, instead you could be just
creating a prelude for a particular method or replacing one instruction with a series of your own. To solve this we should
allow escaping from the rigid typesafe world by having unsafe operations, which issue compiler warnings.
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This means that instead of missing pop() from a type with no stack slots we should just deprecate it or otherwise
issue a warning. This also means that we should have invoke*()methods that take strings as parameter types, similarly
deprecated.
However, since we know it is not a perfect world we would like to at least protect ourselves a bit better. Therefore we
should allow users to document their assumptions.
Thismeans thatwhenwe need towrite just a fragment of bytecodewewant to documentwhat stack values and variables
will it need. For that we introduce methods assumePush()/assumePop() and assumeVar*(), which do not push any
values, but just add the corresponding type variables:
public class MethodBuilderS2V1<S0, S1, V0> {
public <S> MethodBuilderS3V1<S0, S1, S, V0>
assumePush(Class<S> type) {
return
new MethodBuilderS3V1<S0, S1, S, V0>(cb, mv);
}
public MethodBuilderS1V1<S0, V0> assumePop() {
return new MethodBuilderS1V1<S0, V0>(cb, mv);
}
public <V> MethodBuilderS2V2<S0, S1, V0, V>
assumeVar1(Class<V> type) {
return
new MethodBuilderS2V2<S0, S1, V0, V>(cb, mv);
}
}
Using them we can document our expectations and let the compiler validate them. The following is an example of how
we can use the assumptions to document that we expect PrintStream to be on stack and String[] to be the variable 0.
private static void
genSayHello(MethodBuilderS0V0 mb) {
mb.assumeVar0(String[].class)
.assumePush(PrintStream.class)
.loadVar0(String[].class)
.push(0)
.arrayLoad(
String[].class,
Integer.class,
String.class)
.invokeVirtualVoid(
INVOKEVIRTUAL,
PrintStream.class,
"println",
String.class);
}
4.4. Control flow and reuse
Similar as in the SQL case we introduce closures to deal with control flow and reuse. The problem is aggravated in this
case as we return a different type every time a method is called. We introduce a closure type as before:
public interface Closure {
public void apply(MethodBuilderS0V0 mb);
}
public class MethodBuilderS2V1 <S0, S1, V0> {
public MethodBuilderS2V1<S0, S1, V0>
closure(Closure closure) {
closure.apply(new MethodBuilderS0V0(cb, mv));
return this;
}
}
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We illustrate using closures by calling the method genSayHello() introduced previously:
.beginStaticMethod(
ACC_PUBLIC | ACC_STATIC,
"main", void.class, String[].class)
.getStatic(System.class, "out", PrintStream.class)
.closure(new Closure() {
public void apply(MethodBuilderS0V0 mb) {
genSayHello(mb);
}
})
.returnVoid()
.endMethod();
Of course with the introduction of actual closures in Java 7 this would look much shorter.
5. XML parser-generator DSL
5.1. XML handling in Java
Reading andwriting XML data is a common issue in almost all development contexts as themarkup language is a de facto
standard for interchange formats of any kind. There exist a lot of different libraries that support the XML handling within
Java, some supplied with the JDK, many open source and some commercial ones.
One of the main disadvantages of using these libraries is the coding style that is introduced by their APIs. It is very
imperative, repetitive and not very readable. Especially the intent of the code and the business concerns that are handled
are not easily extractable from the overhead of API related code that has to be written to use the libraries.
As most of them try to abstract working with XML many intermediate types and structures are introduced.
5.2. Goals for a XML DSL
ADSL that focuses on themost important parts of workingwith XML-building documents of existing structured data and
extracting data from a XML document in a typesafe manner would make the resulting code much more concise, easier to
read and to understand.
One other important issue that comes with the handling of string based XML documents is the access of elements and
attributes by name. As the names passed into the library APIs are just plain strings, they have no syntactic or semantic
meaning. So it is quite common to have developers mistype names or passing in wrong variables of the correct type (String)
which does not result in any compile time failures but gets only exposed in (hopefully) existing unit or integration tests or
in the worst case in the production environment.
In dynamic languages with metaprogramming facilities, very concise XML handling is possible as virtual method names
can be mapped to the element and attribute names and literal collection types are used for accessing parts of the XML
structure. But the problem of syntactic and semantic free strings/names is not eliminated but becomes even more obvious
with these approaches.
The intent for developing a DSL for handling XML data was to cope with those two issues. By using existing XML
metadata (DTD, XSD) it also becomes possible to generate fully qualified, namespace constrained literals that are typesafe
(i.e. Metadata Dictionaries). As is common for DSLs, it encapsulates existing libraries and APIs for XML processing and
delegates the concrete work to those (currently supported are JDOM, XmlEnc and SAX).
5.3. Example of DSL evolution
Wewant to demonstrate the evolution of the DSL. The first iteration uses Java Enums as syntactically safe and namespace
constrained literals. Those simple dictionaries can easily be written by a developer. The second approach is characterised
by adding type and mapping information to those literals using Java Annotations. The final version of the DSL uses existing
XML metadata to generate the typesafe Metadata Dictionaries introduced earlier in this paper.
5.4. Semi-safe DSL
The initial idea for a metadata dictionary is to create a nested structure of enum classes which represent the XML-
elements and contain the enum constants referring to the possible attributes of the element and the nested enum classes of
child XML-elements.
The most important benefits over using basic strings as literals are the imposed namespace constraint (qualified type)
and the single point of declaration of the name. Another aspect that can be verified at runtime is the correct handling of
nested elements by using the Java Reflection API to ensure that the nesting distance of elements corresponds to the one
declared in the dictionary.
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This nested structure represents the structure of a typical XML document definition:
public enum PERSON {
NAME, BIRTHDAY, SIZE, EMAIL;
public enum ADDRESS {
STREET, ZIP, CITY, COUNTRY
}
}
The declaration that can be used to parse or generate the following XML:
<PERSON NAME="Hunger" BIRTHDAY="13.01.1975" EMAIL="dsl@jexp.de" SIZE="182">
<ADDRESS STREET="Holbeinstr 139" ZIP="01309" CITY="Dresden" COUNTRY="DE"/>
</PERSON>
For brevity and readability of the XML declaration, it is convenient to import the members of all referred
enum types statically (2.2) into the scope of the DSL expression. Using the star operator (import static
org.xmldsl.test.PERSON.*) addresses the enum instances as well as the "static" type declaration of nested classes.
5.5. Fluent syntax
The syntax of the DSL is demonstrated with the XML Writer API. The XML writer uses a builder approach with method
chaining as syntactic structuring.
The namespace constraining of the Enum literals is achieved by generifying the Tag class and instantiating the Tag with
the correct Enum type. This results in the fact that all attribute-related-methods of the Tag only accept instances of the
provided enum type. This check is enforced at compile time and/or edit time.
By using the existing Java’s Formatter API a succinct notation for mapping other value types to the correct string
representation is provided.
Note that the DSL is not type safe at this point, the value types that passed into themethods are not restricted butmapped
at runtime to the corresponding string representation.
Usage example:
final Tag<PERSON> person = xml.tag(PERSON.class, NAME, "Michael")
.attr(BIRTHDAY,"dd.MM.yyyy",birthDay) // uses SimpleDateFormat
.attr(SIZE, "#000.00", 1.82) // uses DecimalFormat
.add().tags(
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class, CITY, "Dresden")
.attr(ZIP, "01309"),
.attr(COUNTRY, Country.DE) // Country is Enum
.text("This is the main address"),
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class, CITY, "Berlin")
.attr(STREET, "Gleimstr.")
);
5.6. Finishing problem
To support streaming the DSL must be able to solve the "Finishing Problem". How to determine or communicate to the
builder when the construction of an object is finished? Especially when using method chaining with a open number of calls
it is not possible to determine when an object is fully constructed.
When creating a bigger structure (such as XML-trees) this applies to any element that is nested within another. It must
be knownwhen the nested element is finished and if the next element resides on the same or on a higher level. The problem
here is the order of method evaluation, nesting-method arguments are evaluated before the call to the nesting method
occurs. So in a streaming scenario the new scope is only created after all the nested elements have already pushed out to
the stream.
xml.tag(PERSON).tags(
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class,CITY,"Dresden"),
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class,CITY,"Berlin"))
In languages like C# it is possible to use operator overloading of the cast operator to determine that an objects has been
created and the temporary builder type is casted to the target type.
Here, two implementations were supplied. One with an explicit but optional finishing method end() to declare the
completion of a tag. Another one provides a method (.add()) that marks the beginning of a nesting structure, which is
pushed internally to a stack and removed when the nesting is finished.
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xml.tag(PERSON).tags(
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class,CITY,"Dresden").end(),
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class,CITY,"Berlin").end()).end()
xml.tag(PERSON).add().tags(
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class,CITY,"Dresden"),
xml.tag(ADDRESS.class,CITY,"Berlin"))
Instead of usingmethod chaining and builder calls it would have also been possible to use static factorymethods to create
attributes instances for elements and pass them to a single varargs attribute method. Then the concrete builder can take
the intermediate attribute instances and transform them into its internal representation (semantic model). But even so, in
the streaming scenario the attributes would be queued until all are consumed by the builder in one big batch. The same
applies for pushing child elements into a nested structure.
5.7. Adding metadata to the dictionary using annotations
The next step to a fully typesafe DSL can be eased by using Annotations to add type andmappingmetadata to the existing
literal structures. This metadata can be used to extract type information at runtime and convert values according to this
retrieved data.
The first step was identifying the necessary metadata:
• Type
• Conversion patterns
• Mandatory attributes
• Element multiplicity
The Annotations Constraint and Mappingwhere introduced to encapsulate the metadata and added to the Metadata
Dictionary.
public enum PERSON {
NAME,
@Constraint(type = Integer.class, min = 0)
AGE,
// Size is a custom class having with a String constructor
@Constraint(type = Size.class)
SIZE;
public enum ADDRESS {
@Constraint(type = String.class, format = {"-{0}-"})
CITY,
@Constraint(type = Date.class,
format = {"dd.MM.yyyy", "yy/MM/dd", "dd-MM-yyyy"})
MOVE_IN_DATE,
// Country is a Java enum
@Constraint(type = Country.class)
COUNTRY,
@Constraint(type = Boolean.class, mapping = {
@Mapping(fromSpecial = Special.TRUE, to = "main"),
@Mapping(fromSpecial = Special.FALSE, to = "secondary"),
@Mapping(fromSpecial = Special.NULL, to = "unknown")})
TYPE
}
}
-
-
factory method
The Metadata Dictionary was transformed from being a simple collection of literals to an annotated structure that much
more resembles a XML definition (XSD).
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5.8. Implementation
Mapping the three different conversion approaches (type, formatter, lookup) to a consistent conversion API which is
implemented differently, created a concise internal implementation structure and API for using this functionality.
The number of necessary methods for accessing xml attribute values was reduced to a single get(attribute)
operation, performing all necessary conversions. The <T> type parameter exists just for convenience, the type checking
and conversion does not happen at compile but at runtime.
Implementation of get:
public <T> T get(final E attribute) {
return xmlFormat.<T>parse(attribute, text(attribute));
}
assertEquals(new Size(180), element.get(SIZE));
assertEquals(30, element.get(AGE));
assertEquals("John", element.get(NAME));
assertEquals(parseDate("03.05.2008"), address.get(MOVE_IN_DATE));
assertEquals(Country.DE, address.get(COUNTRY));
assertEquals(true, address.get(TYPE));
5.9. Finally a typesafe Metadata Dictionary
The third step in the evolution of the XML DSL was to introduce an XML definition parser and MetaData Dictionary
generators that allow one to create a much more complex MetaData Dictionary. The structure of this approach is very close
to the SQL DSL dictionary for storing table and column information, in the XML case these are Elements and Attributes.
Adding the parsers and generators implied providing the correct XML definitions and adding a toolset to integrate
generation in the build process to gain all the advantages of this approach.
The discussion about the typesafe aspects of Metadata Dictionaries is not repeated here but instead we concentrate on
some of the implementation details and API.
The DSL was developed, test first, the expected behaviour and API was defined first.
final PERSON person = new PERSON(new JdomXml(TEST_ADDRESS_XML));
assertEquals("Hunger",person.NAME._());
assertEquals(parseDate("13.01.1975"),person.BIRTHDAY._());
assertEquals(new Size(182),person.SIZE._());
assertTrue("Adresses",person.ADDRESS.iterator().hasNext());
for (PERSON.ADDRESS address : person.ADDRESS) {
assertEquals("Holbeinstr 139",address.STREET._());
assertEquals(Country.DE,address.COUNTRY._());
assertEquals(true,address.TYPE._());
assertEquals("Dresden",address.CITY._());
assertEquals("01309",address.ZIP._());
}
The next step was the definition of the MetaData dictionary needed for the Testcase.
public static class PERSON extends Element<Element.RootElement, PERSON> {
public final Attribute<String> NAME = attr(String.class);
public final Attribute<Date> BIRTHDAY = attr(Date.class)
.formats("dd.MM.yyyy", "yy/MM/dd", "dd-MM-yyyy");
public final Attribute<Size> SIZE = attr(Size.class);
protected PERSON(final Xml xml) {
super(xml);
}
public static class ADDRESS extends Element<PERSON, ADDRESS> {
public final Attribute<String> STREET = attr(String.class);
public final Attribute<String> CITY = attr(String.class);
public final Attribute<String> ZIP = attr(String.class).formats("D-{0}");
public final Attribute<Country> COUNTRY = attr(Country.class);
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public final Attribute<Boolean> TYPE = attr(Boolean.class)
.map("primary", true).map("secondary", false).map("unknown", null);
protected ADDRESS(final Xml xml) {
super(xml);
}
}
public final Iterable<ADDRESS> ADDRESS = hasMany(ADDRESS.class);
}
The basic building blocks of the dictionary are the Element and the Attribute which form a unit of structure.
The difference compared to the annotation based approach is obvious. Now with the typesafe Metadata Dictionary,
Generics are used to guarantee compile time type safety for the attributes.
5.9.1. Fluent API for attribute definition
The attributes are created not through constructors with different parameter sets, but instead using a factory method
and then a fluent syntax for adding optional conversions in place. This approach and conciseness of the declaration make
the dictionary very readable. As this happens in place all the attributes can be declared final.
Attribute<String> ZIP = attr(String.class).formats("D-{0}");
5.9.2. Type safety for attributes and structure
The original proposition for tying fields to tables in the SQL DSL also contains a discussion about a generified binding of
the table type to the field that was revised later. Here this approach is used to declare the structure of the XML definition.
So each Element contains a generified constraint to its parent Element, the RootElement being a marker element for the
document root.
The implementation of the metadata dictionary classes is straightforward.
5.9.3. Accessing the underlying XML structures
There is an abstraction API (Xml) for accessing attributes and child elements. As discussed earlier existing xml libraries
supply the implementations.
public interface Xml {
void setAttribute(String name, String value);
String getAttribute(String name);
Iterable<Xml> children(String childName);
}
5.9.4. Direct use of dictionary entry instances
An important difference between the previous approaches and the final one is, that instances of the Metadata Dictionary
elements themselves are used for accessing the xml data. The dictionary entries are not fed as parameters to the builder or
DSL methods, rather instances are built that encapsulate the xml document and the library abstractions and provide access
through a concise, typesafe and correct API. As a convenience, the _()method signaturewas chosen as themost lightweight
one possible in Java.
5.9.5. Generating Metadata Dictionaries
Creating those more complex, typesafe Metadata Dictionaries should be supported by tools that read existing metadata
(in this case xsd documents) and generate the necessary java classes on the fly, compile and package them.
This is achieved by providing tasks for apache ant which use xsom for the parsing and velocity template library for
generating the dictionary java files. Then leveraging the existing ant facilities for compiling and packaging is the obvious
choice.
6. Patterns and discussion
Let us now take a step back and look at the patterns showing up in the design of the three DSLs we have introduced.
We will try to formulate a one-sentence summary for each of the patterns that we have identified and then follow it with
examples and informal discussion. Although we could have put them down in a more formal way as in Design Patterns [9],
we find that the issues are too broad and the DSL design too much of an art to assume such formality.
Note that as previously in text we refer to the classes that implement the DSL API as builders.
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6.1. Restricting syntax
At any moment of time the DSL builder should have precisely the methods allowed in the current state.
We saw several examples of this pattern at work
• SQL query builders allowed from, where and select to be called once and only once.
• Bytecode builders hide methods that consume more stack slots than is available.
• XML builders offered restricted attribute methods for the current tag type
This patternwas discussed in a different setting in [8]. They used the interfaces to encode the syntax of the DSLwhile still
implementing all of the interfaces by a few classes. In our case such an approach would work in the SQL case study language
and the XML handling DSL, but not in the bytecode engineering case study language, as we would still need a method with
different return types depending on the amount of tracked stack slots and local variables.
This is the first principle for building a typesafe DSL as it allows one to encode the base syntax in a typesafe manner.
6.2. Type history
You can accumulate type history as a type list and use it to reject actions that do not fit with that history
We saw several examples of this pattern at work
• Select builder types encode information about selected columns.
• Bytecode builders encode information about stack slot and local variable types.
• Bytecode builder methods that consume stack slots must consume types fitting to the ones currently on stack.
• Bytecode builder local variable methods infer types from the values to variables and from variables to stack.
• XML builders restricting the type of attributes of tags and XML structures through generified parent relationships
• creating XML Attributes through fluent syntax that propagates the declared type to following conversion and mapping
declarations
Type history is an important concept as it allows one to reject actions based not on the types in the current method call,
but also in the previous method calls. We conjecture that in any language that either uses stack or a stack-like environment
this should be the best approach to use.
6.3. Typesafe metadata
Metadata used by your DSL should include compile-time type information.
Both our DSLs made use of typesafe metadata, some of those uses were less obvious than others:
• SQL made use of pregenerated metadata dictionary that contained type information about database objects including
tables and columns.
• The SQL expressions and named aliases provided information about the type of expression. This metadata was accessible
via the local variable that the expression was saved to.
• The SQL SelectBuilder encoded metadata about its column types, which would be important if we wanted to use it
as a subquery again saved in a variable.
• The bytecode DSL used class literals, which is basically typesafe metadata embedded in Java language.
• The final XML DSL encoded type information about attributes of XML elements for input and output value handling, as
well as conversions
There are two types of typesafe metadata we can separate: metadata dictionary and runtime metadata.
Metadata dictionary is either generated or otherwise available in a static manner. This is the main building block of the
DSLs that need to act on many domain entities that are not specified ahead of time.
However we also need to extend the dictionary and that is where the runtime metadata comes in. It is encoded as a
runtime expression with a static type. The type must encode all the information that we need. This way we can introduce
local variables referring to such expressions on demand extending the metadata dictionary while still retaining the type
safety property.
6.4. Typesafe container/handler
Handles a distinct number of related values of different types in a typesafe way.
A generic container holds a distinct number of values. The number of parameters is bound to the container type and its
number of generic type parameters. It is constructed as immutable data structure that infers type parameters using a static
factory method and supplies them using final fields. A generic handler is a closure that is supplied multiple times a concrete
number of parameters of types that are both declared at the construction of the closure. Generic handlers are mostly used
for streaming data. Generic handlers can be derived by passing a generic container to a Callable.
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Generic Containers and Handlers are mostly generated for a certain number of type arguments, the container for a single
value is the value itself and the handler is a Callable.
Example uses of the pattern:
• Tuples are used as results and parameters of the SQL DSL.
• Generic Handlers are used as result processors of the SQL DSL.
6.5. Unsafe assumptions
Allow the user to do type unsafe actions, but make sure he has to document his assumptions.
We saw two examples of this pattern:
• In SQL the unchecked expressions still had to declare the expected type of the expression.
• The bytecode DSL allowed ignoring the type history by providing dedicated methods for type unsafe actions.
• In bytecode DSL we saw assume*methods dedicated to documenting type assumptions.
• In the first iterations of the XML DSL we allow arbitrary values to be passed but either target types have to be declared
or different method signatures used
Both parts of this pattern are very important. If you do not allow type unsafe actions it is likely that the users will find it
limiting at some point and revert to bypassing your DSL. However using two APIs instead of one makes the code harder to
read and maintain.
If you do not allow users to document their assumptions you risk errors every time you do something unsafely.
Assumptions allow one always to hold the information about types in a local manner; even though it does not guarantee
full type safety, it still helps to develop safer code.
6.6. Hierarchical expressions
Use method chaining when you need context and static functions when you need hierarchy and extensibility.
One of the main problems with method chaining is very poor support for hierarchy. We could have also structured the
SQL like this:
//...
.where
.and()
.eq(p.id, 3)
.gt(p.age, 17)
.endAnd()
//...
Unfortunately this lacks any inherent structure and the first time we would auto-format the source code we would lose all
hints of hierarchy in the code structure.
The other problem with method chaining is extensibility. In the case we just shown and() has to return a builder that
includes all of the SQL expressions (including theand() itself). The problem is that different databases employ very different
sets of allowed expressions, which makes it impossible to just encode them all into the builder syntax.
The obvious solution in this case is using static functions (and import static to bring them into the local namespace).
However static functions suffer from a different problem—unlike chained methods they cannot access the context. The
context includes all the state that was accumulated by the previous chained method calls as well as type history.
On the other hand static functions can be added on demand, whereas builders are much harder to extend. In the end it
is likely that you will need both for different parts of your language. In the case of SQL we chose to make the statement-like
part of the syntax chained and the expression-like part of the system functional.
6.7. Closures
Use closures to escape the method chaining for control flow and reuse.
We introduced closures in two of the DSLs that we reviewed. They allow for a flexible way to mix your DSL with the
control flow of the host language. Of course if Java would have support for true closures it could be made more concise, but
even with the current syntax it is quite usable.
6.8. Run generator for the execution context
Run the generator every time your application is compiled/started to catch environment mismatch errors.
When generating grammar terminal symbols or builders from external metadata (e.g. database metadata, xml schema)
it is very convenient not to store the generated code in a SCM, but rather have it generated at each build of the application
which is using your DSL. The generator should be pointed to the metadata that is available in the execution context of the
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application (e.g. development, test, integration, production). Then a typesafe DSL can help identify mismatches between the
code and the target environment. These mismatches lead to missing or incorrect symbols in the DSL expression code so that
the compiler refuses to compile it. This gives you compile-time safety about execution contexts for your DSLs.
Let us look at an example:
You wrote a database query using a SQL DSL targeted at a certain table. In your development database the structure was
already adapted to the new requirements and contained the needed columns. But in the production environment the scripts
for altering the database structure were not executed and so the columns are missing. That results in a runtime error of
your application. Which is not very convenient in production systems. But if you had the DSL symbols representing tables
and columns regenerated during the build process of your application with the metadata available from the production
database system the symbols for these columns would also have been missing. So your SQL DSL expressions refer to invalid
(unknown) symbols and would not compile.
Another benefit is generating documentation for your DSL symbols from the existing metadata. For instance DDL
comments can be translated into javadoc. Deprecation marks can be added to the symbols as well. If you have multilingual
projects it is also very helpful to add translations from your resourcebundles to the javadoc of your symbols. E.g. having
German developers dealing with a English domain model for German end customers have many translation roundtrips. So
adding all the available translations to the dictionary symbols reduces the problems when dealing with this kind of domain
model.
6.9. To generate or not to generate?
When designing a DSL it is necessary to choose whether to rely on a generator or write all the code manually.
This is not a pattern, but rather a concern that every DSL designer must address. Briefly, generating metadata or syntax
builders gives you greater flexibility and safety, but makes it harder on the language designer. Writing the metadata or
builders by hand reduces your options, but allows to design the DSL faster and easier.
When we understood the importance of this decision, we designed the the first iterations of the XML DSL case study
without a generator. Because of the limitations of Java language expressivity we had to compromise some safety:
1. Enums lack typesafe nesting notion, therefore selecting an element’s children is not validated by the compiler.
2. Annotations cannot be used by the compiler, therefore we only have information on element types during runtime.6
If you are limited in time or resources it is probably a good idea to design the DSL without a generator involved. In that
case make use of enums for simplicity or design a sub-DSL for describing the metadata in the usual class format.
6.10. Discussion of DSL evolution
A DSL like any other API and implementation is not written in a single step but evolved in multiple iterations.
Beginning on the API level (working with the future user of the DSL) exploring suitable, expressive DSL APIs for defining
the required expressions.
Then moving into the implementation by introducing concepts like builders, intermediate objects and semantic models,
object or globally scoped factory methods for intermediate object creation, solutions for finishing problems.
The request for typesafe parameter and result handling often arises from the verification and testing point of view. It
should be possible to reason about correct types and values used in the DSL as early as possible. So either in the compile
phase or even in the edit phase of the DSL processing. That can be achieved by introducing typesafe Metadata Dictionaries
that combine fixed literal symbols with type information that is made available to generified APIs.
Often the use of these dictionaries implies existing, correct and complete metadata for the systems used as well as a
set of tools for generating and regenerating these Metadata Dictionaries on every external metadata change or even better
according to the context of the target system.
7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have introduced three different domain specific languages, trying to use the most of Java 5 features
to inhibit the wrong behaviour at compile- and run-time. Although the languages were from three completely different
domains we managed to identify a number of generic patterns, which we conjecture to be domain-independent and which
will likely ease the work of future DSL designers.
The most interesting result is that in all three cases we clearly managed to make the API/DSL considerably safer than
any existing alternatives. This means that the Java community is yet to embrace the notions of DSLs (and specially typesafe
DSLs) and we hope that this paper will help future DSL designers to understand the merits and basic patterns/approaches
of designing a safe and flexible DSL in Java 5.
6 AspectJ allows some additional matching on annotations and we probably could enforce more safety if we would take advantage of it.
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The patterns that we identified, though rather informal, enumerate the main problems that stand before a Java 5 DSL
designer. Together with the comprehensive examples they should allow designers to avoid the mistakes we made and then
corrected during more than a year it took to design the example DSLs and write the paper.
In the future we plan to investigate some combinations of pure Java DSLs with facilities like AspectJ and static analysis
frameworks to improve the safety characteristics without leaving the Java language. We also plan to investigate how safety
and flexibility can be improved at runtime by using bytecode manipulation to produce classes tailored to the DSL needs
on-the-fly.
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